Cultivating negative emotions: The virtues of anxiety and disgust

WORKSHOP

Wednesday, 5th June 2019
14:00 - 18:00

14:00 – 15:15  Prof. Charlie Kurth
Emotion cultivation and human agency: The cases of anxiety and disgust

15:15 – 15:30 Break

15:30 – 16:00 Dr. Ben Meuleman
Differences between stress, fear, and anxiety: Evidence from a virtual height experiment

16:00 – 16:30 Dr. Ryan Murray
Appraisals of goal-relevance and social value in social anxiety

16:30 – 17:00 Coffee break

17:00 – 17:30 Juliette Vazard
What we do when we doubt: Epistemic anxiety and open questions

17:30 – 18:00 Jonas Blatter
Controlling disgust – Virtue or compensatory obligation?
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